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I.

PURPOSE AND SCOPE

A.

Duty Officer Procedures

The Bureau of Environmental Services (BES) Spill Protection and Citizen Response Section (SPCR) is
responsible for investigating and responding to illicit discharges that enter, threaten, or leave
Portland’s sewer system. This document describes the procedures SPCR follows to ensure timely and
appropriate responses.
SPCR receives complaints and referrals about illicit discharges via a 24-hour Spill Response Hotline,
as well as from other sources (see Section II below). During normal business hours, SPCR staff
members monitor the hotline and respond to complaints/referrals. Outside of normal business hours,
an on-call BES duty officer monitors the hotline and responds to complaints/ referrals. The term
SPCR is used in this document to refer to anyone who carries out response procedures (i.e., both
the SPCR staff members who carry out the procedures during business hours and the on-call
duty officers who carry out the procedures after hours), unless otherwise specified.
Illicit discharges include sanitary sewage releases, spills, illegal dumping, and illicit
connections that may release unpermitted substances into the stormwater sewer system, UIC
system, sanitary sewer system, or combined sewer system. Examples of typical illicit
discharges include:
• Runoff from improperly managed waste or materials (e.g., uncovered trash, open paint
containers)
• Washwater
• Vehicle fluid leaks
• Spills of hazardous materials
• Illegal discharges into the right-of way
• Illicit connections (e.g., sanitary discharges piped into the stormwater system)
• Unpermitted discharges into the sewer system
Note: Illicit discharges released to surface waters from City pipes/outfalls are under the City
of Portland’s jurisdiction. Illicit discharges released directly to surface waters from private
pipes/outfalls (i.e., without going through the City conveyance system) are under the
jurisdiction of the Oregon Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ).

B.
•

Other Related Procedures
The Sanitary Sewer Release Response Plan is a separate manual that addresses responses to dryweather and wet-weather overflows from the combined or separate sewer system (except from
permitted CSO discharge points). It includes procedures for SPCR as well as other bureaus. The
procedures that apply specifically to SPCR are summarized in Section IX of these Duty Officer
Procedures.
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•

SPCR’s Illicit Discharge Detection and Elimination (IDDE) program inspects and conducts
sampling at some stormwater outfalls during the dry season (June through September) to detect
illicit discharges to City storm sewers. Procedures for that program are provided in a separate
document called Illicit Discharge Detection and Elimination Procedures.
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II.

RECEIVE COMPLAINTS/REFERRALS

Section II identifies how SPCR receives illicit discharge complaints/referrals. The following sections
then describe how SPCR investigates and responds to complaints/referrals.

A.
•

Complaints/Referrals from the Public
Spill Response Hotline (503-823-7180).
Members of the public can call the hotline 24 hours a day, 365 days a year.
−

SPCR staff members answer the hotline during business hours.

−

Outside of business hours, callers leave a voicemail. The voicemail activates a pager that alerts
the on-call duty officer to the voicemail. The duty officer must call back the person who left
the voicemail within half an hour.
The Spill Response Hotline number is posted in the following locations:
− City of Portland website (portlandonline.com/bes)
− City construction projects (for erosion control complaints)
− Yellow pages
− Some City vehicles
− Industrial facilities
− Pretreatment permits

•

Email (BESDutyOfficer@portlandoregon.gov)
Members of the public can also report illicit discharges via email. SPCR staff members check
email messages once a day.

B.
•

Referrals from within the City
The Portland Bureau of Transportation—Maintenance Operations (BOTMO) maintains a 24/7
Communications Center (also known as Maintenance Dispatch) that is the primary intake center
for notification of sanitary sewage releases (503-823-1700).
If the sewage release has the potential to impact waterways, the Communications Center contacts
SPCR. SPCR may receive citizen complaints about sewage releases directly, but this occurs
infrequently.


See Section IX for SPCR procedures specific to sanitary sewage releases.
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•

The BOTMO Communications Center also receives notification of spills in rights-of-way.
BOTMO notifies SPCR via the Spill Response Hotline if a spill may potentially impact the sewer
system. Once onsite, BOTMO also notifies SPCR if any discharges are seen to affect the sewer
system.
As calls are received into the Communications Center, BOTMO enters spill information into the
Track It database. Track It automatically generates emails with the spill information to SPCR. The
SPCR manager checks Track It daily to identify any events that BOTMO did not forward to the
Spill Response Hotline, but that may require some SPCR followup.

•

As noted on page 2, SPCR’s Illicit Discharge Detection and Elimination (IDDE) program inspects
and conducts sampling at some stormwater outfalls during the dry season. IDDE investigates to
identify the source of any illicit discharges that are detected and may occasionally contact a duty
officer if an immediate off-hours response is needed.

•

Columbia Blvd. Wastewater Treatment Plant (CBWTP) staff call the Spill Response Hotline when
they detect a spike or problem in flow entering the plant.

•

Permittees or permit managers under BES’s Industrial Stormwater Management Program and
Industrial Pretreatment Program notify SPCR (via the Spill Response Hotline) if they detect
discharge problems that require SPCR notification and/or response.

•

The Bureau of Development Services (BDS) maintains a separate hotline for erosion-control
complaints and notifies SPCR if any complaints may require SPCR response.

•

Portland Fire & Rescue is an initial City responder to spill emergencies and automatically pages
SPCR to provide informational notification of two-alarm or larger fires. Upon receiving the page,
SPCR may decide to contact Fire & Rescue to obtain additional information.
 Fire & Rescue contact number: 503-823-1901
In some cases, Fire & Rescue may request SPCR to respond to the spill (e.g., if the spill may
potentially enter the sewer system).

•

The Portland Police Bureau has the Spill Response Hotline number, but calls it infrequently.

•

Towing companies on the City’s tow contract contact the Spill Response Hotline to report any
impacts to the sewer system from a vehicle that is being towed.

C.
•

Referrals from outside the City
If another jurisdiction is aware of a discharge that is located in, may originate from, or may affect
the City of Portland, it can notify SPCR via the Spill Response Hotline.


See Section VIII-A re: documenting complaints/referrals. SEE QUESTION BELOW
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SECTION VIII-A DOESN’T REALLY TALK ABOUT HOW TO DOCUMENT THE
COMPLAINTS/REFERALS THAT ARE RECEIVED, JUST HOW TO DOCUMENT RESPONSE
ACTIVITIES AT THE SITE. DO YOU ENTER DOCUMENT INFORMATION ABOUT THE
FORMER SOMEWHERE—E.G., WHO CALLED IT IN, WHEN, ETC.? IF SO, SHOULD WE ADD
THAT TO SECTION VIII-A?

III.

DETERMINE THE LEAD JURISDICTION/RESPONDER

A.

Map the Location

After receiving a referral/complaint, use a geographic information system (GIS) to map the location of
the reported discharge and the sewer system(s) that may potentially be involved. During normal
business hours, use MapWorks or ArcGIS. After hours, use a take-home laptop to access either
MapWorks or another online map program (e.g., Google Maps or PortlandMaps). MapWorks,
ArcGIS, and PortlandMaps can identify the type and ownership of the sewer system(s) that may be
impacted (e.g., City of Portland systems; ODOT or Port of Portland systems that connect with City of
Portland systems).

B.

Determine the Lead Jurisdiction

A reported discharge may be located in or originate from another jurisdiction (e.g., unincorporated
Multnomah County, Port of Portland property, ODOT highway system, City of Maywood Park). In
some cases, that jurisdiction is responsible for responding; in other cases, the City of Portland provides
response services through an interjurisdictional agreement. Appendix A identifies other jurisdictions
and responsibilities.
•

Jurisdiction can often be determined by the source of the complaint/referral. For example, if
BOTMO, Fire & Rescue, or the CBWTP contacts SPCR, it is assumed that the complaint/referral
concerns City systems.

•

GIS location and ownership information (see III-A) can help identify jurisdiction.

•

As noted in Section I-A (page 1), illicit discharges released directly to surface waters from private
pipes/outfalls (i.e., without going through the City conveyance system) are under the jurisdiction of
the Oregon Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ).

C.

Notify Other Responsible Jurisdictions

If the discharge is located in or originates from another jurisdiction, notify that jurisdiction as soon as
practicable, and within one working day at most. Immediate notification is appropriate if the
location/source is clearly within another jurisdiction’s responsibility (i.e., that jurisdiction is the lead
responder). In other cases, the jurisdiction may not immediately be known (e.g., a spike at the
CBWTP could originate from a Port of Portland sanitary discharge, but this may not be determined
until after investigation). Appendix A provides contact information for other jurisdictions.
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Note: In some cases, another jurisdiction may not be responsible for leading the
response to a discharge, but should be notified about the discharge at the time or after
the fact. Examples include discharges that originate within the City of Portland’s
jurisdiction, but discharge to another jurisdiction. Section VI addresses those
notification requirements.

D.

Respond to the Complaint/Referral

Take the lead for responding to the complaint/referral when:
•

The City is identified as the responsible jurisdiction (as
discussed in Section III-B, above).

•

Jurisdiction is not immediately apparent.

Complaint/referral situations
can vary greatly. If it is not
clear who is responsible, use
best professional judgment to
determine the appropriate
response.

SPCR should also respond under the following circumstances, even if there is another lead jurisdiction
or first responder:
−

Always go to the site when requested to respond by Portland Fire & Rescue, police, or the
Oregon Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ).

−

Go to the site if it is advisable to coordinate the response with the other jurisdiction/responder
(e.g., if a discharge from outside the City’s jurisdiction could potentially flow into the City’s
sewer system).

−

ODOT may request SPCR to respond in some cases where jurisdiction is not clear.

−

In some cases where the first response is by BOTMO or a tow truck company, SPCR may
decide to go to the site also (e.g., if a spill in the street may impact the sewer system, or a
sanitary sewage release may enter a waterway).
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IV.

GO TO THE SITE

A.

When to Go

•

If the City has jurisdiction and SPCR is the lead responder, go to the site as soon as possible (as a
guideline, within 1 hour of receiving a complaint/referral).

•

An immediate site visit is not necessary if:
−

It would not mitigate the problem, and deferral until the next day would provide a more
effective response.

−

It is unsafe or impractical. Examples:
o It is too dark to be safe or to conduct an investigation.
o Site conditions are dangerous—e.g., steep slopes, remote areas, concern for personal
safety.
o Traffic at the site prevents access or presents a safety issue (e.g., during rush hour).
o Outfalls are not visible because of high water conditions.
Under these conditions, wait until daylight or until safety precautions can be put in place.
Use available information and professional judgment to determine if the
situation is urgent and requires immediate response, based on the potential
environmental impacts of the illicit discharge.

B.

What to Bring

Bring to the site:
•

City response vehicle (which will contain field observation equipment, camera, sample analysis
bottles, and flashlight)

•

City identification badge

•

SPCR cell phone

•

Field notebook and pen

In addition, for after-hours duty officers:
•

Laptop with City mapping software (GIS, which includes site ownership and permit information)

•

Weekly forms and paperwork provided by SPCR manager
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C.

Gain Entry

Ask for permission to enter the site. If necessary, ask to speak with someone who has the authority to
grant permission. Appendix B-1 provides language you can use to request entry.
Upon entering the site:


Present staff credentials (identification badge and business card).



Comply with all safety and sanitary requirements of the facility or site being inspected.



Always be courteous when dealing with site personnel.

If entry is denied, take the following steps:
•

Inform the person(s) at the site that they are in violation of City Code, and the City will be taking
follow-up actions. Appendix B-1 outlines the City’s legal rights for entry and potential impacts of
denied entry.

•

Leave the site and contact the SPCR manager. If an emergency situation exists, the SPCR manager
may determine that it is necessary to obtain a legal warrant to gain entry. (Although SPCR has
never needed to do this to date, it is always an option.)

•

Evaluate whether observation from publicly accessible portions of the property or adjacent
properties is an option. You may be able to document findings (written and/or photos) from public
areas or areas of private property that are intended for public access, such as public plazas,
walkways, or parking lots. Check with neighboring property owners about using their site for
visual access to the property, if warranted.

•

Note all information about denied entry in field notes, including:
− Name of original contact
− Reason for denied entry
− Name of higher-level authority contacted, if applicable
− Witness statements, if applicable

•

Do nothing to escalate the situation. Do not press for information in any type of threatening
situation.
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D.

Determine if a Discharge Exists

Once you have access to the site, determine whether the conditions described in the complaint/ referral
exist. Also note other site conditions of concern or other discharges that may differ from the
complaint/referral.
•

If a discharge does not exist. Proceed back home or to the office, and document the event.

•

If a discharge exists. Continue with the procedures identified in the following sections.

If the discharge is ongoing, immediately direct the responsible party to contain the
discharge/cease discharge to the City system. See Section VII-A for more information.

E.

Collect Information about the Site and Involved Parties

•

Identify a primary contact person. Always ask to talk with someone who has authority to direct
site activities, even if it is over the phone.

•

Gather information about the site (e.g., address, type of business).

•

Gather information about all involved and potentially responsible parties.


Section V discusses gathering information about the nature and source of the
discharge.
 See Section VIII re: documenting site information.
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V:

DETERMINE THE NATURE AND SOURCE OF THE DISCHARGE

A.

Field Observations

It may be possible to identify the type and source of the discharge through the following types of field
observations, as appropriate:
•

Make visual observations of the discharge (e.g., sheen) and the site.

•

Identify any distinctive odor(s).

•

Talk with people at the site/facility about normal site conditions, the current incident, and/or their
observations.

•

Conduct pH testing (to provide additional information or confirm that the discharge is in a normal
range).

•

Conduct dye testing.

•

Use maps to trace the pipe system upstream.

•

Open manholes to trace the discharge upstream.

If the type and source of the discharge can be identified through these means, it may not be necessary
to conduct sampling for laboratory analysis. Before deciding to sample, consider whether it is needed
to achieve any of the purposes identified in the box below.

General Sampling Guidelines
Use best professional judgment to determine if sampling and laboratory analysis is needed.
In general, sampling is conducted to achieve the following purposes:
− Identify the discharge source.
− Identify the amount and concentration of the discharge.
− Identify impacts.
− Help guide the response.
− Help determine enforcement actions.
− Help assess damages.
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B.

Sampling for Laboratory Analysis

If you determine that sampling for laboratory analysis is appropriate, follow the sample collection
procedures identified in Appendix C.
Follow the chain of custody procedures identified in Appendix C to ensure the samples are properly
transported and logged in.

C.

Additional Investigations

SPCR should always try to stop an ongoing discharge as soon as possible and initiate cleanup if
warranted (see Section VII). In some cases, however, the source of the discharge may not be
immediately apparent. In that case, conduct additional investigations to identify the source. The MS4
Program Manager, Industrial Stormwater Permitting, Portland Superfund Harbor, and Investigations &
Monitoring groups can work closely with SPCR in the investigation, helping with researching property
records, obtaining videos of sewer line inspections, and obtaining other historical information about the
property.
The following data sources can be used to obtain additional information about site characteristics and
history, if needed.
•

HANSEN: This database contains information about the City’s collection system assets and about
repair and maintenance operations.

•

TRACS: This database includes individual property parcels in the City of Portland and provides a
wide variety of data, including building permits, code violations, and nuisance actions. SPCR uses
TRACS to identify, track, and follow up on complaints and discharges.

•

Aquarius: This is the BES pretreatment database, containing information about permitted and nonpermitted industrial users of the sanitary and stormwater collection systems. It includes
information about the site, the analytes they are required to sample and the sampling results, the
name of the City permit manager, City inspection history, and any prior violations. It also includes
information for permitted industries that also have a need for an alternative discharge control
mechanism (ADCM).

•

Other Pretreatment files: Information on companies with an alternative discharge control
mechanism (ADCM) that do not meet the criteria as an otherwise permitted industry are listed in
other data file systems in the pretreatment records. The file systems include electronic information
and a hard-copy notebook with all ADCMs listed.

•

DEQ site information: http://www.deq.state.or.us/news/databases.htm
This link includes sub-links to DEQ’s Facility Profiler and other databases (e.g., enforcement
actions, cleanup sites).


See Section VIII re: documenting site information.
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VI:

NOTIFY OTHER ENTITIES

Notify other entities that need to know about the discharge, either at the time or after the fact, as
summarized below. Appendix D provides contact information.
Note: This section identifies other jurisdictions that are not the lead responder to an
illicit discharge, but should be notified about the discharge when SPCR is the lead.
Section III identifies when other jurisdictions act as the lead responder.

 See Section IX for notification procedures specific to sanitary sewage releases.

A.

Life/Safety Situations

If the discharge presents an immediate risk to life or safety (e.g., gasoline, diesel, flammables,
chemicals, biohazards):
 Call 911 for Portland Fire & Rescue response

B.

Other City Programs

Notify other City program staff if discharges may affect their programs. General timeframes are
provided below, but use best professional judgment to determine the appropriate notification.
Notify immediately/as soon as possible:
•

BES Public Information Officer (PIO) or designee: Notify if a discharge could cause interest or
concern from the public (e.g., dye testing, oily sheen).

•

MS4 Program Manager if:

•

−

A complaint/referral is received from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) or
other federal agency (even if the discharge does not impact the storm sewer system).

−

An illicit discharge impacts the storm sewer system. Send an email that includes details such
as the Hansen identification numbers, any systems that were impacted, and the distance to the
outfall or surface water. (Note: The duty officer report or daily collection system report [see
Section VIII-B] does not take the place of this notification.)

UIC Program Manager if an illicit discharge impacts the UIC system. Send an email that
includes details such as the Hansen identification numbers, any systems that were impacted, and the
distance to the outfall or surface water. (Note: The duty officer report or daily collection system
report [see Section VIII-B] does not take the place of this notification.)
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•

Industrial Permit Managers: If the discharge site holds an Industrial Stormwater Management
Program permit or Industrial Pretreatment Program permit, notify the permit manager to coordinate
the onsite response or any longer-term action that may be needed (e.g., implementing site controls).
If the permit manager is not available, notify the program manager.

•

Superfund Managers if a discharge impacts a Superfund site (e.g., Portland Harbor). Send an
email that includes details such as the Hansen identification numbers, any systems that were
impacted, and the distance to the outfall or surface water. (Note: The duty officer report or daily
collection system report [see Section VIII-B] does not take the place of this notification.)

•

Water Bureau (e.g., if there is a potential impact to drinking water supplies or if a discharge is
determined to be related to a water main break)

•

Bureau of Transportation—Maintenance Operations (BOTMO) (e.g., if there is concern for
possible BOTMO worker health or safety)

•

Columbia Blvd. Wastewater Treatment Plant (CBWTP) if a discharge may affect the treatment
plant.

Notify within one working day:
Notification of other City staff is done via distribution of the duty officer report or daily collection
system report (see Section VIII-B).

C.

Other Jurisdictions

If an illicit discharge originates with the City of Portland’s jurisdiction but discharges to another
jurisdiction, notify that jurisdiction as soon as possible and at least within one working day of
identifying the illicit discharge. Examples include:
•

If affected City facilities are connected to Port of Portland or ODOT facilities

•

If an affected waterway flows into another jurisdiction—e.g., Johnson Creek into Clackamas
County or Fanno Creek into Clean Water Services

If a visible discharge (e.g., oily sheen or dye testing) affects a waterway and may cause public interest
or concern, notify the following entities as soon as possible:
•

U.S. Coast Guard for discharges to the Willamette River or Columbia River

•

Bureau of Fire & Rescue

•

DEQ

•

Oregon Emergency Response Services (OERS)
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D.

Other Third Parties

Notify other third parties as soon as possible if a discharge could affect their property or cause interest
or concern:
•

Adjacent properties (e.g., schools)

•

Neighborhood associations

•

Homeowner associations
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VII: INITIATE CONTAINMENT AND CLEANUP
One of the primary duties of response staff is to stop an ongoing discharge and initiate cleanup if
warranted. This section describes SPCR responsibilities when SPCR is the lead responder.

A.

Stop the Discharge

If the discharge is ongoing, immediately direct the responsible party to contain the
discharge/cease discharge to the City system. Tell them the impact of the discharge. Offer to help
them identify potential remedies for ceasing or containing it; give multiple options whenever possible.
Tell them the result that needs to be achieved, but do not dictate the specific action they should take.
Inform the responsible party that they may be in violation of City Code. Be as specific about potential
liabilities, penalties, or violation as you feel the situation warrants. If appropriate, issue a
violation/warning notice to the responsible party (see Appendix B-2).
If the responsible party cannot or will not take needed actions to cease or contain the discharge, the
City can take whatever actions it deems necessary to protect the City system. Notify the responsible
party that the City can and will take action to recover all costs associated with any City action to
prevent discharged materials from impacting City sewer and drainage systems.
Note: If the City does not have jurisdictional authority (see Section III), SPCR cannot direct actions at
the site. However, you can:
- Ask them to stop the discharge.
- Contact the appropriate jurisdiction if that contact has not already been made.
- Provide general recommendations.
- Collect evidence.

B.

Initiate Cleanup

The decision to initiate cleanup should be based on best professional judgment and the impact of the
material on the receiving system. If a discharge has reached a City street, drainage, or sewer system,
cleanup is probably necessary. Materials that have toxic characteristics or could cause system
blockages will probably need immediate removal or collection.
Appendix E summarizes cleanup timeframes for types of discharges and receiving systems:
Immediate cleanup needed
Cleanup can wait until next business day
Cleanup not needed

•
•
•

 Section VII-E discusses longer-term response plans for illicit discharges that take
over 15 working days to eliminate.
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C.

Determine the Cleanup Lead

CLEANUP BY THE RESPONSIBLE PARTY
•

Always try to get the responsible party to initiate the cleanup. Identify one person who
has authority to lead the cleanup.

•

Do not recommend contractors to the responsible party.

•

If the responsible party uses an outside contractor(s), request copies of all information about
the type and amount of materials released and cleaned up, for the City files.

•

If elements of the City system are impacted, contact BES Maintenance Engineering. The
preferred option is to have Maintenance Engineering oversee the access and cleaning of
system components. However, if immediate cleanup is needed and Maintenance
Engineering is not available, SPCR may oversee the access and cleanup.
 BES Maintenance Engineering contact number: Consult the weekly Wastewater
Group callout schedule.

CLEANUP BY THE CITY OF PORTLAND
Use City remediation when there is no known responsible party or the responsible party
refuses to or cannot conduct the cleanup. If there is concern about the materials involved,
especially after hours, it is better to initiate a City response than to wait for the responsible party
to take action.

Sanitary Sewage Releases
The Bureau of Transportation—Maintenance Operations (BOTMO) is usually the lead responder
for sanitary sewage releases. If BOTMO is unavailable or unable to respond, the BOTMO
Communications Center will request SPCR to go to the site to verify the release and mobilize a
City cleanup contractor. Appendix F identifies City contractors.
 BOTMO contact number: 503-823-1700
Non-Sewage Discharges—Low Risk
The Bureau of Transportation—Maintenance Operations (BOTMO) does cleanup for discharges
of dilute, non-hazardous substances that are disposable through its street sweeping and sewer
maintenance waste streams. Depending on the materials, it may take BOTMO a few days to
respond to a cleanup request.
 BOTMO contact number: 503-823-1700
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Non-Sewage Discharges—Medium or High Risk
The City has contracts with outside contractors to respond to medium- or high-risk discharges
that need immediate cleanup. Appendix F identifies these contractors.
•

If the discharge is in a right-of-way and does not affect a City collection system, contact
the Bureau of Transportation—Maintenance Operations (BOTMO) to mobilize a City
contractor. If BOTMO is unable to respond, SPCR may mobilize a contractor.
 BOTMO contact number: 503-823-1700

•

If the discharge affects a City collection system, call a City contractor. Also immediately
notify BES Maintenance Engineering to provide guidance about contractor use. (At least one
staff person from Maintenance Engineering is on call after hours.)
 BES Maintenance Engineering contact number: Consult the weekly Wastewater
Group callout schedule.

Table 1 summarizes the above City cleanup assignments by lead group.

In all cases, SPCR is responsible for monitoring the cleanup and ensuring that it is
performed correctly and completely.
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Table 1: Summary of City Cleanup Assignments by Lead Group
Bureau of Transportation—Maintenance Engineering (BOTMO) (503-823-1700)
•

Acts as lead for sanitary sewage releases.

•

Cleans up low-risk non-sewage discharges.

•

Mobilizes cleanup contractor for medium- or high-risk non-sewage discharges in rightof-way that do not affect a City collection system.

BES Maintenance Engineering (Consult the weekly Wastewater Group callout schedule)
•

Oversees access and cleaning of City system components when responsible party
conducts the cleanup.

•

Provides guidance to SPCR about contractor use for medium- or high-risk sewage
releases that affect a City collection system.

SPCR
•

Mobilizes cleanup contractor for medium- or high-risk sewage releases that affect a City
collection system; notifies BES Maintenance Engineering to provide guidance about
contractor use.

•

May respond in following situations if BOTMO or Maintenance Engineering cannot:
−

May oversee access and cleaning of City system components when responsible party
conducts the cleanup, if Maintenance Engineering is not available and immediate
cleanup is needed.

−

Upon request by BOTMO, may go to site to verify a sanitary sewage release and
mobilize a cleanup contractor.

−

May mobilize a cleanup contractor for medium- or high-risk non-sewage discharges
in right-of-way if BOTMO is unable to respond.
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D.

Take Appropriate Enforcement Action

Based on the source investigation results, BES may cite a violation, suggest corrective actions,
and/or assess a penalty, in accordance with Portland City Code and Administrative Rules.
•

If the discharge site holds an Industrial Stormwater Management Program permit or Industrial
Pretreatment Program permit, the BES permit manager is the lead in the enforcement action.

•

SPCR is the lead for all other enforcement actions.

•

The enforcement lead provides copies to the MS4 Program Manager, Industrial Stormwater
Permitting group, and/or Portland Superfund Harbor group of any enforcement actions and
correspondence that could affect their programs.

E.

Implement Longer-Term Response Plans

In some cases, it may not be possible to identify the source of an illicit discharge immediately
(e.g., if laboratory tests or other investigations are needed). Once the source has been identified,
however, appropriate action must be taken as soon as possible, including an evaluation within 5
working days of the feasibility of eliminating the discharge.
If the evaluation indicates that it will take more than 15 working days after the discharge source
is identified to eliminate the discharge, a response plan must be developed and implemented.
The response plan must be developed within 20 days after the discharge source is identified and
must include a timeframe for eliminating the discharge as soon as practicable.
For some common types of discharges, it is not necessary to develop an individual response plan;
instead, the response procedures identified in Table 2 (below) can be followed. Types of
discharges not listed in Table 2 will likely require an individual response plan.
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Table 2: Response to Illicit Discharges That Commonly Take over 15 Days to Eliminate
•
•
•
•
•

•

Type/Source of Illicit Discharge
Damaged or broken private sanitary sewer
Failure to have a private sanitary sewer
connection
Illicit plumbing cross-connection
(residential)
Failed septic system
Illicit plumbing cross-connection
(industrial, commercial)

Unpermitted industrial/commercial
discharges that require an NPDES permit
or approval under Oregon Revised Statute
Chapter 465 of the state’s environmental
cleanup law.
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Response Plan/Procedures
Referred to Bureau of Development Services
(BDS) for follow-up and enforcement. BDS
sends “Notice of Violation—Sanitary
Nuisance” letter to responsible party, including
compliance timeframes and potential
enforcement measures. See Appendix G for
procedures.
If the connection was installed illegally,
referred to BDS for follow-up and
enforcement, per Appendix G.
If the connection was installed legally at the
time of permit issuance, but is no longer legal,
BES issues a notice to correct. Owner is
required to obtain a BDS permit for a sanitary
connection or to permanently seal the existing
connection.
BES issues a notice requiring the responsible
party to apply within 60 days to DEQ for a
permit or approval.
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VIII. DOCUMENT ACTIVITIES


A.

See Section IX for documentation of sanitary sewage releases.

Document Response Activities

SITE INFORMATION
Include the following site information in your field notes:
•

Location of the site where the discharge took place (e.g., street address, business name, strip
or business mall, subdivision, cross-streets)

•

Name, telephone number, and business address of the contact person you worked with onsite

•

Name, telephone number, and business address of other involved parties, as relevant—e.g.,
property manager, property owner, contractor working onsite

•

If relevant, information about denied entry (see Section IV-C)

•

If relevant, information about warning notice issued (see Section VII-A)

SITE CONDITIONS
Include the following information about site conditions in your field notes:
•

Field observations (e.g., type and amount of material discharged, system impacted, discharge
location—see Section V-A)

•

Weather conditions that may affect the discharge

•

Options suggested by SPCR to responsible party to cease or contain the discharge

•

Any cleanup action(s) taken (e.g., who conducted the cleanup, method used, timeframe)

PHOTOGRAPHS
Take as many useful and representative photos as necessary to document site conditions—for
example:
•

The discharge activity that is occurring (what, where, who)
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•

Scope of the problem/overall context (e.g., possible source, path of discharge, extent of
discharge)

•

Color, sheen, or murkiness of the material, particularly as it may impact a water body

•

Impacted facilities or components of the drainage system

•

Spill containment materials

•

Sampling location(s)

•

Cleanup work conducted

B.

Write Report

DUTY OFFICER REPORT
For duty officers (responding outside of normal business hours):
•

Write a narrative report that includes the information from Section VIII-A above. Also
include the asset numbers of the affected City pipes or other facilities.

•

Email the report to the SPCR section by 9:00 a.m. the next working day:
 BESDutyOfficer@portlandoregon.gov

•

Leave the camera at the SPCR office for staff to download the photos.

SPCR staff then edits the duty officer report and sends it to the distribution list to notify other
City programs of response activities. SPCR staff also enters the information into TRACS.
DAILY COLLECTION SYSTEM REPORT
For SPCR staff (responding during normal working hours):
•

Write a daily collection system report that includes the information from Section VIII-A
above. Also include the asset numbers of the affected City pipes or other facilities.

•

Download photos.

•

Send the daily collection system report to the email distribution list to notify other City
programs of response activities.

•

Enter the information into TRACS.
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Note: SPCR staff sends the MS4 Program Manager a monthly inventory spreadsheet of all
complaint/referrals for review. (Sewage events are not included in the inventory because they are
logged into a separate database.)
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IX.

SANITARY SEWER RELEASE RESPONSE PROCEDURES

This section summarizes procedures from the Sanitary Sewer Release Response Plan that apply
specifically to SPCR.

A.

Receive Complaints/Referrals

The Bureau of Transportation—Maintenance Operations (BOTMO) maintains a 24/7
Communications Center (also known as Maintenance Dispatch) that is the primary intake center
for notification of sanitary sewer releases. SPCR may infrequently receive citizen complaints
about sanitary sewage releases directly; if that occurs, immediately contact BOTMO.
 BOTMO Communications Center: 503-823-1700.

B.

Coordinate with BOTMO for Response

BOTMO is the first responder to sanitary sewage releases. The BOTMO Communications
Center dispatches a BOTMO emergency crew (within 2 hours of receiving a complaint) to
investigate the sewage release onsite.
The Communications Center coordinates with SPCR as follows:
•

Notifies SPCR if there are potential discharges to waterways or storm sewers and requests
SPCR to go to the site (in addition to BOTMO).

•

If BOTMO is unavailable or unable to respond to the release, requests SPCR to go to the site
to verify the release and mobilize the City contractor (per the procedures in Section VII-C).

•

Notifies SPCR about possible public exposure to the release so SPCR can notify the BES
public information officer (see section IX-C below).

•

Provides information about the release so SPCR can notify other entities if needed (see
section IX-C below).

•

Provides information about the release for SPCR to document (see section IX-D below).

C.

Notify Other Entities

DEQ/OERS
Notify DEQ and/or Oregon Emergency Response Services (OERS) of any sanitary sewage
release to waterways, the storm sewer, the ground, or pavement. This must be done within 24
hours of receiving notification of the release. Appendix H provides detailed notification
procedures.
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BES PUBLIC INFORMATION OFFICER
Notify the BES Public Information Officer (PIO) or designee of any sanitary sewage release that
has the potential to expose the public to raw sewage and threaten public health. This must be
done within 30 minutes of receiving an initial notification of the release. Appendix H provides
detailed notification procedures.
MULTNOMAH COUNTY
If a sanitary sewage release affects any food service establishment, immediately contact the
Multnomah County Health Department, Environmental Health Section. Appendix H provides
detailed notification procedures.
OTHER JURISDICTIONS
In addition to the required notifications listed above, contact other jurisdictions (as soon as
possible, and at least within one working day) if sanitary sewage releases may have impacts to
their systems and/or residents. These may include:
 Clean Water Services: 503-681-3600
 Clackamas County: 503-665-8211
 City of Milwaukie: 503-786-7600

D.

Document Sanitary Sewage Releases

BOTMO and SPCR coordinate with each other to document sewage releases and followup
activities, as follows.
•

BOTMO field crews place a message about the sewage release on the SPCR hotline. SPCR
uses this information to fill in the BES Sewage Release Form (see Appendix H).

•

SPCR implements the required notification procedures (Section IX-C above) and documents
these activities on the BES SSO Response Tracking Form (see Appendix H).

•

These forms are given to the SPCR SSO reporting and tracking lead staff person.

•

This information is included in the daily collection system report and sent to the distribution
list.
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APPENDIX A: OTHER JURISDICTIONS/RESPONDERS
[RELATED TO SECTION III-B]
This appendix identifies response responsibilities for illicit discharges that are located in or
originate from other jurisdictions.
Note: In some cases, another jurisdiction may not be responsible for leading the
response to a discharge, but should be notified about the discharge at the time or after
the fact. Appendices D and H provide contact information for those situations.
The following jurisdictions provide their own response services:
•

Port of Portland (for Port-owned properties located within the City of Portland)
 Contact: 503-460-4747

•

Multnomah County (for unincorporated areas, county roads, and county bridges that cross
the Willamette River).
 Contact the Bureau of Transportation—Maintenance Operations (BOTMO) at
503-823-1700; they will direct you to the appropriate county contact person.

•

Oregon Department of Transportation (ODOT) (for larger highway systems such as I-5,
I-84, I-205, and I-26).
 Contact: 503-731-4338 (ODOT Traffic Management Operation Center)

The City of Portland provides response services for the following jurisdictions:
•

City of Maywood Park

•

Drainage Districts: Peninsula Drainage District No #1, Peninsula Drainage District No #2,
and Multnomah County Drainage District (all operated and maintained jointly by MCDD
staff).

•

Oregon Department of Transportation (ODOT). The City of Portland provides response
services for local highways (e.g., Hwy 30, Hwy 43) and business route highways (e.g.,
Lombard, Columbia Blvd.). If a discharge occurs on this type of highway, contact BOTMO
at 503-823-1700; they will confirm who has jurisdiction for responding.

The Oregon Department of Environmental Quality has jurisdiction for illicit discharges
released directly to surface waters from private pipes/outfalls (i.e., without going through the
City conveyance system).
 Contact: 503-229-5263
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APPENDIX B: LEGAL NOTICES
B-1: Entry Authorization
[RELATED TO SECTION IV-C]
We request permission for a Portland Bureau of Environmental Services (BES) staff person(s) to
enter this site to investigate possible illicit discharges to the City’s drainage systems that could
harm the system or local waterways.
Portland City Code sections 17.32.075, 17.34.080, 17.38.043, and 17.39.070 require that any
person or business that discharges to the City drainages systems allow the City or its authorized
representative to enter the premises to inspect, sample, photograph, and examine and copy
relevant records.
The BES staff person will comply with all the regular health and safety requirements of your
facility. You must inform the staff person about any site-specific safety requirements.
If City staff is denied entry, the City may obtain an administrative warrant from the Oregon
Circuit Court to gain entry to the site to conduct the investigation. Please note that the property
owner may be liable for costs and penalties resulting from the refusal of entry.
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B-2: Violation/Warning Notice
[RELATED TO SECTION VII-A]
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APPENDIX C: SAMPLING AND CHAIN OF CUSTODY PROCEDURES
[RELATED TO SECTION V-B]
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CITY OF PORTLAND

ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES
Water Pollution Control Laboratory
6543 N. Burlington Ave.,
Portland, OR 97203-5452

SAMPLE COLLECTION FOR LABORATORY ANALYSIS
QUICK REFERENCE GUIDE
WHERE DO I COLLECT THE SAMPLE?
•
•

Most important: Collect sample where material is entering the City collection system i.e., catch basin or UIC sedimentation manhole.
If possible: Collect material at its source or where it is leaving private property and
entering the public right-of-way.

WHAT SAMPLE BOTTLES SHOULD I FILL?
•
•
•

If you suspect sewage: Fill the ecoli bottle.
If you suspect spill to be a horticultural material: Fill the small 500-ml amber bottle.
If you have NO IDEA what the material is: Fill ALL bottles in the following order:
The small 40 ml VOAs
The big brown 1-liter amber bottles
The small 500-ml amber bottle
The 500ml plastic Nalgene bottles
The E coli bottle
The plastic quart bottle

HOW DO I COLLECT THE SAMPLE?
•
•

•
•

Fill as many bottles as possible.
Collect material directly into sample containers, or use the stainless steel beaker, if
necessary.
Fill VOAs completely, leaving no head space. Invert the vial to see if there are bubbles
inside. If so, then top up.
Fill all other sample bottles to the shoulder of the bottle, leaving a little head space.
Try not to flush the preservative out the bottle.

•
•

Label sample containers or cooler.
Place sample containers in a chilled cooler. Buy ice if necessary.

•
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THEN WHAT DO I DO?
•
•
•
•
•

Fill out chain of custody as completely as possible. NOTE SAMPLE TIME & LOCATION.
Refer to example of completed COC.
Return samples to WPCL. Submit to lab under COC.
If after hours, put samples in WPCL sample receiving fridge.
Contact IMS staff and inform them of sampling activities.

SPILL RESPONSE SAMPLE KIT
INSTRUCTIONS

↑

↑ ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑

40ml
VOAs

1-liter
ambers

500ml
Nalgene

VOC’s
Gx

HCID
Dx

Metals

500ml
amber

Ecoli

Herbicides Sewage
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1 liter
amber

Plastic
quart

Extra
bottle

Extra
bottle

CITY OF PORTLAND
Water Pollution Control Laboratory

Updated 3/23/11 MZ

BOTTLE SIZE/TYPE/PRESERVATION/HOLDING TIMES
FOR WATER SAMPLES
ANALYSIS
GENERAL AND WET CHEMISTRY
Ammonia - N
Alkalinity
BOD
COD
Chloride, Sulfate, Fluoride, Bromide
Chlorine, Residual
Chlorophyll a
Color
Conductivity
Cyanide, Total
Cyanide, Amenable
Flash Point
Hardness
MBAS Surfactants
Nitrate, Nitrite, Ortho-phosphate
Oil & Grease, Industrial sampling
Oil & Grease, streams/stormwater
pH
Phosphorus, Total
Solids (Residue)
Dissolved
Suspended
Total
Sulfide
TKN
Turbidity

SAMPLE SIZE

CONTAINER / PRES.

HOLDING TIME

Plastic, H 2 SO 4
Pint1
Pint
Plastic
Quart
Plastic
1/2 Pint
Plastic, H 2 SO 4
Plastic
1/2 Pint 2
Pint
Plastic
Liter
Glass amber
1/2 Pint
Plastic
1/2 Pint
Plastic
1Pint
Plastic, NaOH
1Pint
Plastic, NaOH
Glass flashpt bottle
1/2 Pint 4
1/2 Pint
Plastic, HNO 3
Pint
Plastic
Plastic
1/2 Pint 2
2-400 mL,
wide-mouth
Glass, HCl
Liter wide-mouth Glass, HCl
1/2 Pint
Plastic
Plastic, H 2 SO 4
Pint 1

28 days
14 days
48 hours max.
28 days
28 days
analyze immediately
filter asap, then 30 d.
48 hours
28 days
14 days
14 days
7 days
6 months
48 hours
48 hours

Pint 3
Pint 3
Pint 3
40 mL vial 4

7 days
7 days
7 days

Pint 1
1/2 Pint

1

Plastic
Plastic
Plastic
Glass amber,
ZnAce./NaOH
Plastic, H 2 SO 4
Plastic

28 days
28 days
analyze immediately
28 days

7 days
28 days
48 hours

If collecting for Ammonia, total Phosphorus, and TKN, collect a single sample of 1 pint.
If collecting for Chloride, Sulfate, Fluoride, Bromide, Nitrate, Nitrite and Ortho-phos, one 1/2 pint is enough.
3
If collecting for 2 or 3 Solids analyses, collect a single sample of 1 quart. For low-level TSS, collect a separate
quart.
4
Sample must be collected with no headspace or air bubble remaining in the vial.
2
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BOTTLE SIZE/TYPE/PRESERVATION/HOLDING TIMES
FOR WATER SAMPLES (continued)
ANALYSIS

SAMPLE SIZE

CONTAINER / PRES.

HOLDING TIME

METALS
Low level by ICP-MS (river, slough, creeks, etc.)
Total Metals (+Hg)
Pre-cleaned Pint
Dissolved Metals (+Hg)
Pre-cleaned Pint

Plastic, HNO 3
Plastic

6 months
filter immediately,
then 6 months

Standard Metals (Industries, etc.)
ICP Total Metals (+Hg)

1 Pint

Plastic, HNO 3

6 months

Treatment Plant NPDES samples
Low level (+Hg) by ICP-MS

Pre-cleaned Pint

Plastic, HNO 3

6 months

ORGANICS
Volatiles (EPA 624 or 8260)
Volatiles (8260 UIC)
BTEX
Herbicides (515.3 UIC)
Herbicides (8151)
Semi-Volatiles (EPA 625 or 8270)
PAH / Phthalates
Pesticides / PCB
Phenols
TOC
DOC (Field Filtration required)

3 x 40 mL vials4
4 x 40 mL vials4
3 x 40 mL vials4
500 mL
Liter
500 mL
500 mL
Liter
500 mL or Liter
250 mL
250 mL

Glass, HCl
Glass, HCl
Glass, HCl
Glass amber
Glass amber
Glass amber
Glass amber
Glass amber
Glass amber, H 2 SO 4
Glass amber, H 2 SO 4
Glass amber, H 2 SO 4

14 days
14 days
14 days
7 days extr, then 40
7 days extr, then 40
7 days extr, then 40
7 days extr, then 40
7 days extr, then 40
28 days
28 days
28 days

MICROBIOLOGY
Total Coliforms
Fecal Coliforms
E. coli

250 mL 5
250 mL 5
250 mL 5

Plastic sterile
Plastic sterile
Plastic sterile

6 - 24 hours
6 - 24 hours
6 - 24 hours

4
5

Sample must be collected with no headspace or air bubble remaining in the vial.
One 250 mL bottle is sufficient for multiple tests.
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APPENDIX D: NOTIFICATION INFORMATION
[RELATED TO SECTION VI]
This appendix provides information for notifying other entities about illicit discharges when
SPCR is the lead responder.
Note: Section III discusses notification procedures when other jurisdictions are the lead
responder.

A.

Life/Safety Situations
 Call 911 for Portland Fire & Rescue response

B.

Other City Programs
Notify as soon as possible:
 BES Public Information Officer (PIO) or designee:
Unless otherwise listed on the daily callout sheet, Linc Mann is the BES PIO.
When Linc Mann is BES PIO:
Weekdays:
1. Page Linc Mann at 503-301-2341 to call the Duty Officer (cell phone 503823-8805); AND
2. Call Linc’s desk phone at 503-823-5328 and report the discharge details
(leave a message).
3. When Linc calls back, provide details and ask if a news release will be
issued.
Weekends:
1. Page Linc Mann at 503-301-2341 to call the Duty Officer (cell phone 503823-8805); AND
2. Call Linc’s desk phone at 503-823-5328 and report the discharge details
(leave a message); AND
3. Call Linc's home phone at 503-641-1529 and report the discharge details
(leave a message).
4. When Linc calls back, provide details and ask if a news release will be
issued.
When Debbie Caselton is BES PIO:
Weekdays:
1. Call Debbie’s desk phone at 503-823-2831 and report the discharge details
(leave a message).
2. When Debbie calls back, ask if a news release will be issued.
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Weekends:
1. Call Debbie’s personal cell phone at 503-442-3635 and report the discharge
details (leave a message); ask her to return your call.
2. If Debbie has not returned your call within 30 minutes, call her again.
3. When Debbie calls back, ask if a news release will be issued.
When Megan Callahan is BES PIO:
1. Call Megan's desk phone at 503-823-4759 and report the discharge details
(leave a message); AND
2. Call Megan's work cell phone at 503-823-8738 and report the discharge
details (leave a message).
3. When Megan calls back, ask if a news release will be issued.
 Industrial Permit Manager:
Angela Peschke: 503-823-7121
 Superfund Manager:
Dawn Sanders: 503-823-7263
 Water Bureau:
Water Bureau Dispatch: 503-823-4874
 Bureau of Transportation—Maintenance Operations (BOTMO):
BOTMO Dispatch: 503- 823-1700

Notify within one working day:
 Notification of other City staff is done via distribution of the duty officer report or
daily collection system report (see Section VIII-B).

C.

Other Jurisdictions
 Clean Water Services: 503-681-3600
 Clackamas County: 503-665-8211
 City of Milwaukie: 503-786-7600
 Maywood Park: Contact BOTMO at 823-1700
 City of Gresham: Laura Dose 503-618-2578
 Multnomah County Drainage District (MCDD): 503-281-5675
 Peninsula Drainage District No #1: Contact MCDD at 503-281-5675
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 Peninsula Drainage District No #2: Contact MCDD at 503-281-5675
 Port of Portland: 503-460-4747
 Multnomah County: 503-988-3400
 ODOT: 503-731-4338
 U.S. Coast Guard: 503-240-9379; 503-240-9301 after hours
 Bureau of Fire & Rescue: 503-823-1901
 DEQ: Lyle Christensen, 503-229-5295
 Oregon Emergency Response Services (OERS): 1-800-452-0311

D.

Other Third Parties
 Adjacent properties (e.g., schools)
 Neighborhood associations
http://www.portlandonline.com/oni/index.cfm?c=28386&a=391493
 Homeowner associations



See Appendix H for notification requirements for sanitary sewage releases.
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APPENDIX E: CLEANUP TIMEFRAMES
[RELATED TO SECTION VII-B]
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Paint (Liquid)

DESCRIPTION
Liquid paint and related products (e.g., thinners).
TYPICAL EVIDENCE OF PRESENCE
•
•
•
•
•

Visible active discharge
Streaking/discoloration on pavement
Sheen
Odor
Debris (empty cans) present
CLEANUP TIMEFRAME

RECEIVING SYSTEM

MS4

UIC
(entering UIC or right-ofway draining to UIC)
Sanitary

Combined

Immediate cleanup
needed
If the paint is lead
based.
If there is a recoverable
amount of latex or oilbased paint.
If the discharge could
plug the sedimentation
manhole or reach the
UIC.
Response needs to be
within 4 hours.
If > 1 gallon washes
into the pipe system,
contact the treatment
plant.
Response needs to be
within 4 hours.
If > 1 gallon washes
into the pipe system,
contact the treatment
plant.
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Cleanup can wait until
next business day
If the discharge is
contained in the MS4
pipe system.

If the discharge amount
is contained in the
sediment chamber and
the weather is dry.
If the paint has dried and
there is no precipitation.

If the paint has dried and
there is no precipitation.

Cleanup not needed
If the discharge cannot
be recovered—for
example,
< ½ gallon
If the discharge cannot
be recovered.

If the discharge cannot
be recovered.

If the discharge cannot
be recovered.

Paint Chips

DESCRIPTION
Solid paint particles, chips of dry paint, or other surface coatings.
Because it is not always possible to determine whether or not chips
are from lead-based paint, these procedures assume all chips
potentially contain lead.
TYPICAL EVIDENCE OF PRESENCE
• Building with visible paint removal occurring
• Visible discharge
• Flaking paint in vicinity
CLEANUP TIMEFRAME

RECEIVING SYSTEM

MS4

UIC
(entering UIC or rightof-way draining to UIC)

Immediate cleanup
needed
If going to Portland
Harbor or any direct
outfall to surface water.
If current/forecasted
weather conditions could
cause significant
discharge to the UIC to
occur.

Cleanup can wait
until next business
day
If the paint is contained
within the pipe system
and the weather is dry.
If the paint is contained
within the UIC system
and the weather is dry.

Sanitary

If there are visible
paint chips.

Combined

If there are visible
paint chips.
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Cleanup not needed

If investigation and
evidence indicates no
impact.
If investigation and
evidence indicates no
impact.

If volume is small (< ½
mm diameter) and
CBWTP indicates no
threat.
If volume is small and
CBWTP indicates no
threat.

Construction
Debris

DESCRIPTION
Includes a variety of construction wastes, such as concrete washout,
drywall, wood, and bricks.

•
•
•
•

RECEIVING SYSTEM

MS4

UIC
(entering UIC or right-ofway draining to UIC)
Sanitary

Combined

TYPICAL EVIDENCE OF PRESENCE
Debris in or on top of inlet or blocking the storm system
Active discharge containing construction debris
Streaking/discoloration on pavement
Odor
CLEANUP TIMEFRAME

Immediate cleanup
needed

Cleanup can wait until
next business day

If concrete washout
could reach the piped
system, or if debris is
blocking the pipe or
inlet.
If concrete washout
could reach the
sedimentation manhole
and/or UIC.
If concrete washout
could reach the piped
system, or if debris is
blocking the pipe or
inlet.

If the pipe connects to a
pollution reduction
facility (PRF), or for all
other debris.

If concrete washout
could reach the piped
system, or if debris is
blocking the pipe or
inlet.

For all other debris.
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For all other debris.

For all other debris.

Cleanup not needed

Erosion/Soil
& Organic
Debris

DESCRIPTION
Soil, sand, and rock debris are usually associated with inadequate
erosion control on private property or with public construction or
maintenance projects. Soil, sand, and rock products can carry
significant pollutant loads, especially metals.

•
•
•
•

RECEIVING SYSTEM

MS4

UIC
(entering UIC or right-ofway draining to UIC)

Sanitary

Combined

TYPICAL EVIDENCE OF PRESENCE
Active discharge of soil, sand and rock debris
Turbid water
Clogged drainage system
Failing site BMPs
CLEANUP TIMEFRAME

Immediate cleanup
needed

Cleanup can wait until
next business day

Cleanup not needed

If there is potential for
the material to
discharge into surface
water.

If there is a pollution
reduction facility (PRF)
at the end of the pipe,
and the material could
potentially clog the PRF,
or if there is only a
minor amount
(shovelful) of discharge.

If there is a PRF at the
end of the pipe and no
potential for the
material to clog the
PRF.

If the amount of
material and/or
weather conditions
could cause the
sedimentation manhole
to plug.
If there is potential for
basement sewer
backup.
If there is there is
potential for basement
sewer backup.
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If only a minor amount
(shovelful) of material
could reach the
sedimentation
manhole.
If the amount of material
and/or weather
conditions could cause
the inlet or pipe to plug.

If the material is large
organic matter, such as
trees, limbs, or leaves.

If the amount of material
and/or weather
conditions could cause
the inlet or pipe to plug.

If the material is large
organic matter, such as
trees, limbs, or leaves.

Food Grade
Products

DESCRIPTION
A variety of food-related products, including pure liquids, mixtures,
and solid or chunky materials. Examples include food grease, milk,
vegetable purees or juices, salsa, and other BOD-related items. Also
includes leachate from solid putrescible waste containers.
•
•
•
•

RECEIVING SYSTEM

MS4

TYPICAL EVIDENCE OF PRESENCE
Active discharge
Streaking / discoloration on pavement
Food debris
Odor
CLEANUP TIMEFRAME

Immediate cleanup
needed

If the pipe is blocked
or if discharge to
surface water can be
prevented.

UIC
(entering UIC or right-ofway draining to UIC)
Sanitary

Combined

If the pipe is blocked.

If the pipe is blocked.
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Cleanup can wait
until next business
day
If the discharge
amount/volume is large
and not likely to
impact surface water.
If the discharge is dry
and there is no
precipitation.
If the discharge
amount/volume is
large.

If the discharge is dry
and there is no
precipitation.
If the discharge is dry
and there is no
precipitation.

Cleanup not needed

If the discharge
amount/volume is small,
cleanup may not be
needed. Consult the
MS4 team.

If the discharge
amount/volume is small,
cleanup may not be
needed. Consult the UIC
team.
If the discharge
amount/volume is small,
cleanup may not be
needed.
If the discharge
amount/volume is small,
cleanup may not be
needed.

DESCRIPTION

Vehicle Fluids

Includes gas, diesel, transmission fluid, antifreeze, brake fluid,
oil, and other automotive fluids.
•
•
•
•

TYPICAL EVIDENCE OF PRESENCE
Active discharge of vehicle fluids
Streaking/discoloration on the pavement
Sheen
Odor
CLEANUP TIMEFRAME

RECEIVING SYSTEM

MS4

UIC
(entering UIC or right-ofway draining to UIC)

Immediate cleanup
needed

Cleanup can wait until
next business day

If >1 gallon.

If <1 gallon and the
weather is dry.

If the discharge volume
exceeds the
sedimentation manhole
capacity; or if current/
forecasted weather
conditions could cause
an overflow from the
manhole to the UIC to
occur.

If the volume is small
(< 5 gallons) and the
weather is/is forecasted
to be dry.

Sanitary

If there are negligible
amounts that do not
show up in the pipe.

If the entire discharge
has dissipated at the
site or is not
recoverable. Place
boom and pads to
absorb any sheen.

If > 1 gallon.

Combined

If the entire discharge
has dissipated at the
site or is not
recoverable. Place
boom and pads to
absorb any sheen.

If > 1 gallon.
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Hazardous
Materials

DESCRIPTION
Materials having any of the following four characteristics:
ignitability, corrosiveness, reactivity, or toxicity. Any unidentifiable
material should be assumed to be hazardous. Note: Does not include
materials covered under the tables on the previous pages.
TYPICAL EVIDENCE OF PRESENCE
•
•
•
•

RECEIVING SYSTEM

MS4
UIC
(entering UIC or right-ofway draining to UIC)
Sanitary

Combined

Discharge from a container labeled as a hazardous substance
Powder, liquid, or viscous substances that cannot be identified
Streaking/discoloration on pavement
Odor
CLEANUP TIMEFRAME

Immediate cleanup
needed
Immediately report to 911,
contain, and clean up.
Immediately report to 911,
contain, and clean up.

Immediately report to 911,
contain, and clean up.

Immediately report to 911,
contain, and clean up.
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Cleanup can wait until
next business day

.

Cleanup not
needed

Washwater
Note: Any discharge outside of the
locations specified in an
Alternative Discharge Control
Mechanism (ADCM) is an
enforceable violation of City Code
17.39.

DESCRIPTION
Any discharge that has been used to remove dirt or other pollutants
from various surfaces. It discharges as a liquid and usually has distinct
foam, sheens, colors, and/or odors. (Concrete washout is included in
the “Construction Debris” table, above.)
TYPICAL EVIDENCE OF PRESENCE
• Active discharge
• Foam/suds floating or on street
• Sheen
• Odor
• Color
CLEANUP TIMEFRAME

RECEIVING SYSTEM

MS4

UIC
(entering UIC or right-ofway draining to UIC)

Immediate cleanup needed

In most cases.

If an active discharge is large
enough to make it through the
sedimentation manhole and into
the UIC; or if current/forecasted
weather conditions could cause
discharge to the UIC to occur;
or if the washwater could
contain dissolved or toxic
pollutants.

Cleanup can wait until
next business day
If there is a pollution
reduction facility (PRF)
at the end of the pipe.

Cleanup not
needed
If washwater has
already moved
through the
system.
If only a small amount of If washwater has
washwater is contained
already moved
in the sedimentation
through the
manhole and the weather system.
is/is forecasted to be dry.

Sanitary

If the washwater is
clogging or blocking the
pipe or inlet.

Combined

If the washwater is
clogging or blocking the
pipe or inlet.
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Cleanup not
needed in most
cases; depends on
the washwater
characteristics.
Cleanup not
needed in most
cases; depends on
the washwater
characteristics.

Sewage/
Septage

DESCRIPTION
Discharges from sanitary sewer line breaks or overflows and spills of
septage from hauling vehicles.

TYPICAL EVIDENCE OF PRESENCE
•
•
•
•

RECEIVING SYSTEM

MS4

UIC
(entering UIC or right-ofway draining to UIC)

Active discharge of sewage
Streaking/discoloration on pavement
Presence of toilet paper and other hygiene debris
Odor
CLEANUP TIMEFRAME

Immediate
cleanup needed

Cleanup can wait until
next business day

In almost all cases,
immediate cleanup
to prevent
contamination of
surface water.

If the discharge is going to
a pollution reduction
facility (PRF), including
containment ponds.

If large or active
discharge is
moving through
the sedimentation
manhole and into
the UIC; or if
current/forecasted
weather conditions
could cause
discharge from the
sedimentation
manhole to the
UIC to occur.

If a very small discharge
amount is contained in the
sedimentation manhole and
the weather is/is forecasted
to be dry.

Sanitary

If the sewage is clogging or
blocking the pipe or inlet.

Combined

If the sewage is clogging or
blocking the pipe or inlet.
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Cleanup not needed

If the sewage has already
moved through the
system.
If the sewage has already
moved through the
system.

APPENDIX F: CITY CONTRACTORS
[RELATED TO SECTION VII-C]

 Sanitary Sewage Releases—Cleanup Contractor:
NRC at 1-800-337-7455
 Non-Sewage Discharges (Medium or High Risk)—Cleanup Contractor:
NRC at 1-800-337-7455
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APPENDIX G: RESPONSE PROCEDURES FOR
LONGER-TERM DISCHARGE ELIMINATION
G
[RELATED TO SECTION VII-E]
The following pages show response Bureau of Development Services response procedures that
apply to damaged or broken private sanitary sewers, failure to have a private sanitary sewer
connection, illicit plumbing cross-connections, and failed septic systems.
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APPENDIX H: NOTIFICATION REQUIREMENTS FOR
SANITARY SEWAGE RELEASES
[RELATED TO SECTION IX]

Notification of DEQ and Oregon Emergency Response Services (OERS)
1.

Basement backups
a. SPCR shall report all known events to DEQ (Lyle Christensen) only (NOT OERS)
within 24 hours of notification.
b. If a holiday or weekend, the Duty Officer shall call DEQ and leave a message.
c. SPCR shall document and report all received basement backup calls, including City,
private, and unknown events, on the BES Sewage Release Form (see page 68).

2. All sanitary sewer overflows (SSOs), excluding basement backups
a. All SSOs (except basement backups) shall be reported to DEQ and OERS.
b. SPCR shall report all SSOs, including City, private, and unknown events (we are not
always certain of jurisdiction within the first 24 hours), on the BES Sewage Release
Form (see page 68).
c. SPCR/DO shall report to OERS within 24 hours.
d. SPCR/DO shall report to DEQ within 24 hours or during normal business hours.
e. An email will be sent to Lyle indicating which events were determined to be private.
After implementing the above procedures, SPCR shall document these activities on the BES
SSO Response Tracking Form (see page 69).
 DEQ (Lyle Christensen): Phone: 503-229-5295
 OERS: 1-800-452-0311
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BES SEWAGE RELEASE FORM
Call received by BES - Date______________; Time___________; Duty Officer_______________________

1.

ADDRESS/LOCATION OF RELEASE:__________________________________________________

2.

BUSINESS - FOOD SERVICE - RESIDENTIAL - MULTI-FAMILY RESIDENTIAL - OTHER

3.

PBOT/MO ON SCENE: (Date)__________(24-HR. TIME)_____________ (Crew)______________

4.

SEWAGE RELEASE: Currently occurring

5.

SEWAGE DISCHARGE POINT: Node #(’s) :______________
MH – CB - Floor/sink drain ▬ Cleanout ▬ Broken pipe ▬ Ground seep ▬ Other _______________

6.

SEWAGE DESTINATION: Node #(’s) ___________________________________
Inside building:
Basement: finished or unfinished ▬ first floor ▬ other:_________________
Outside building: Ground ▬ Ditch ▬ Street ▬ Waterway ▬ other:_________________
Catch Basin to:
Storm Sewer ▬ Combined Sewer ▬ Stormwater Sump/Sed MH

7.

RELEASE VOLUME ESTIMATE:

▬

Not currently occurring ▬

No release

Volume estimation method :____________________; Flow rate: ___________; Volume:_____________gal

8.

PBOT/MO Investigation:
Checked MHs:
OK ▬ Surcharged ▬ Not available, why?______________________________
Checked Cleanout: OK ▬ Backed up ▬ Not available (Location of C/O________________)
Private contractor on scene? Name: _______________________ Phone: ________________

9.

SUSPECTED CAUSE OF RELEASE:
Grease blockage ▬ Root blockage ▬ Defective Pipe ▬ 3rd party act ▬ Other blockage ▬
Overloaded System ▬ Unknown ▬ If other, describe: __________________________________

10.

LOCATION OF CAUSE OF RELEASE: Node #(’s) - _____________________________________
Main sewer - MH ▬ City lateral ▬ Private lateral ▬
Pump station (name:________________________) ▬ Undetermined
RESPONSIBILITY: (Initial finding)
City
▬
Private

11.

12.

ACTIONS TAKEN BY PBOT/MO:
a) To clear blockage: Hand Rod ▬ Jet Rodder ▬ Other _____________________
b) Refer for: City repair ▬ City investigation ▬ Prop. owner to follow-up ▬ Other _________

13.

Is affected area accessible to the public? Yes ▬ No
Signs placed:_________________________________________________________________
Cleanup actions, describe:_______________________________________________________

14.

RELEASE STOPPED:

(Date) __________________

(24-HR. TIME) ___________________

Notes:________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________
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BES SSO RESPONSE TRACKING FORM
(Duty officers, please complete the first four steps below)
1. For private or city-responsibility release:
a. Notify DEQ (Lyle Christensen) at 503-229-5295 within 24 hours of notification.
1. Date:___________, Time:____________: Notification by:________________
Provide the following information: Location of release, Receiving water (if applicable); Estimate of volume, Description of
sewer system component from which the release occurred, Estimated time when the release began and stopped.

2. If city-responsibility release occurs outside of any building:
a. Notify OERS at 1-800-452-0311 within 24 hours
1. Date:___________, Time:____________: Notification by:________________
2. OERS Incident #_______________
3. If City responsibility release, and either of the following is true:
1. greater than 40 gallons that impacts stream, river or other water way,
2. greater than 400 gallons to any outside area., then:
a. Notify BES PIO: Linc Mann: desk-3-5328, home 503-641-1529, pager 503-301-2341.
Date:___________, Time:____________: Notification by:________________
4. If any SSO impacts a food service establishment, notify Multnomah County Health Department:
1) During regular business hours (7:00am-5:00pm) call: 503-988-3400
2) After Hours, Sundays, Holidays (only one person, as appropriate)
Christie Sweitz
(503) 758-6979
(503) 758-6979, or
Lila Wickham
(503) 648-4474
(503) 793-4255
3) Saturdays Only - 7:30 AM to 6:00 PM (only one person, as appropriate)
Sombra Forrest
(971) 253-9401
(503) 988-3663 x 22233
Elizabeth Sandberg
(503) 572-8425
(503) 988-3663 x 29398
Jenifer George
(971) 219-2523
(503) 988-3663 x 22038
Date:___________, Time:____________: Notification by:________________

--FOLLOWUP ACTIONS—
5. Is DEQ SSO Report Form required? (i.e.-City responsibility AND release to the environment): Yes No
a. SSO Report due by: _______________
b. Extension requested:_________________; Extension granted:__________________
c. SSO Report Form submitted to DEQ, date: __________________
6. Is a waiver of the SSO Report Form applicable? (i.e. City responsibility and release confined to a building)?
Yes
No
a. Waiver requested from DEQ, date: __________________
b. Waiver granted from DEQ, date: ____________________
7. Release entered into TRACS: Date:_______________, by:_______
8. Documents attached to TRACS:
a. Waiver: Date:_________________, by:_______
b. Emails:_________________________________
c. SSO report:______________________________
d. Other:__________________________________
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Notification of BES Public Information Officer
Mission Statement:
The BES Duty Officer shall contact the BES (Public Information Office) PIO, if a release of
sewage has the potential to expose the public to raw sewage and threaten public health.
Notification shall be conducted in accordance with the BES Sanitary Sewer Release
Response Plan.
The BES PIOs are Linc Mann, Debbie Caselton, and Megan Callahan.
Duty Officers shall contact BES PIO under any of the following criteria:
• For a discharge to water:
o Overflow of over 40 gallons of sewage
• Any discharge of 400 gallons:
o An area that has a high potential for public exposure or potential for exposure to a
sensitive area (e.g. school ground); OR
o The overflow has the potential to impact a sensitive area.
o Significant amount of high public exposure (e.g. school, manufacturing site, high
traffic public building)
What time requirement for the Duty Officer to notify the BES PIO:
• The Duty Officer shall contact BES PIO within 30 minutes of receiving an initial
notification of the sewage release.
What information to report to the BES PIO:
SPCR shall contact the BES Public Information Officer within 30 minutes after the release to
expedite public notification and media advisories. SPCR shall provide the Public Information
Officer with as much of the following information as available:
a. Location of the release
b. Date and time release was verified
c. Date and time release was stopped
d. What waterway, if any, the release entered
e. Action taken to stop the release
f. Cause of the release, if known
g. Estimated volume of the release
How to contact the BES PIO- Unless otherwise listed on the daily callout sheet, Linc Mann is
the BES PIO.
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When Linc Mann is BES PIO:
Weekdays:
1. Page Linc Mann at 503-301-2341 to call the Duty Officer (cell phone 503-8238805); AND
2. Call Linc’s desk phone at 503-823-5328 and report the discharge details (leave a
message).
3. When Linc calls, provide details and ask if a news release will be issued.
Weekends:
1. Page Linc Mann at 503-301-2341 to call the Duty Officer (cell phone 503-8238805); AND
2. Call Linc’s desk phone at 503-823-5328 and report the discharge details (leave a
message); AND
3. Call Linc's home phone at 503-641-1529 and report the discharge details (leave a
message).
4. When Linc calls, provide details and ask if a news release will be issued.
When Debbie Caselton is BES PIO:
Weekdays:
1. Call Debbie’s desk phone at 503-823-2831 and report the discharge details (leave
a message).
2. When Linc calls, provide details and ask if a news release will be issued.
Weekends:
1. Call Debbie’s personal cell phone at 503-442-3635 and report the discharge
details (leave a message); AND
2. Ask Debbie to return your call.
3. If Debbie has not returned your call, call her again in 30 minutes.
4. When Debbie calls, ask if a news release will be issued.
When Megan Callahan is BES PIO:
1. Call Megan's desk phone at 503-823-4759 and report the discharge details (leave
a message); AND
2. Call Megan's work cell phone at 503-823-8738 and report the discharge details.
(leave a message)
3. When Megan calls, ask if a news release will be issued.
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Notification of Multnomah County
BES Duty Officer Sewage Backup at Restaurant Referral Procedure

18-Mar-13

Report sewage impacts (backups) at restaurants to the Multnomah County Health
Department, Environmental Health Section (Mult Co EHS). The County has
requested immediate referral of information of restaurants impacted by sewage.
The current procedure is to call the EHS Staff (weekends) and the after-hours
persons at the phone numbers listed in descending order. Place a message when
contacting Lila Wickham or Christie Sweitz (place messages at both contacts if
necessary).
After Hours, Sundays, Holidays
Name
Title
Home
Cell
Christie Sweitz
E.H.S Senior
---- --- - ----*
(503) 758-6979
Lila Wickham
E.H. Manager
(503) 648-4474*
(503) 793-4255
*These home phone numbers are confidential and are not to be released to the public.

Saturdays Only (7:30 AM to 6:00 PM)
Effective March 18, 2013
Name
Title
Cell
Desk
Sombra Forrest Temporary Restaurant Program Lead (971) 253-9401
x(22233)
Elizabeth Sandberg
(503) 572-8425
x(29398)
Jenifer George
(971) 219-2523
x(22530)
Desk phones: 503-988-3400

Provide Mult Co EHS with information pertinent to the event, such as—
Location of release
Name of Restaurant and
Contact person if known
Time release began, or time aware of release
Flowrate (estimate) of release
Current status of release:
Release stopped, BOM responding, BOM crew working on-site, etc…
Cause of release, if known
Other sites currently being impacted by the backup, if known.
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